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system

analysis

(focus on the Cévennes mesoscale region).
- Better understanding of the statistical properties of rain and no rain event durations
distributions.
- The no rain events (meteorological droughts) have possibly more simple statistical
behaviours and underlayed physics than the rain events.

Databases : Historical daily meteorological rain measurents (from 1945 to 2015)
(Météo-France)
for
five
sites
in
the
cévennol
vicinity
:
Clermont-Ferrand, Marignane, Montélimar, Montpellier, Nîmes.
Small time scale measurements on the same sites (from 2005 to 2015) (5 or 6 minutes
resolution) (Météo-France and OPGC for the Aubière measurements)

Probability distributions of drought durations, example of two ClermontFerrand sites
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Repartition functions (probability of a drought duration larger than D minutes) for two
sites distant of 5 kilometers near Clermont-Ferrand town.
- Note the good agreements of the results for two independant databases (robust statistics)
- Results very similar to older works (O.Peters et all., Phys.Rev.Let.,V88,1 Jan 2002)
(except for long duration statistics (tails), quite important physical problem)
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- Nearly power law decrease from 5 minutes to a few days duration (straight line in this
log-log representation) (possible change in scaling near 100 minutes duration, 0.5 > 0.33)
- Break of this scaling behaviour after a few days limit (duration of the largest MCS
events ?), with a rapid and nearly exponential decrease of the distribution for long events.

Comparison with a minimal non linear brownian model
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-The thresholded brownian function (random walk) reproduces roughly the observations for
duration less than few days . For larger durations the model gives non physical probability
of long drought duration.
-A scaling model is clearly not usable for the long drought durations.
-This simple scaling (monofractal) model also fails to predict the change around 100
minutes durations (possibly linked with the isolated deep convective cell scale duration)

Minimal model of drought using a non linear Brownian function model

BR= Brownian function (random walk)

Zero level threshold

RAIN=10^(BR>0)

Exemple of a 10^6 samples of a brownian function BF , and a non linear transform of this
function define as RAIN=10^ (BF>0)
These two functions have scaling properties of drought (no rain) durations for very large
range of time scale (few months) contrary to the observations (few days range limit)

Probability distributions of drought durations for the five sites
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Comparison of the two
time scales data bases
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Log-Log plots (power law
detections)
Similar change of exponents
(0.5-> 0.33 near 100 minutes)
(Physical explanation ?)

The long drought duration distributions (tails) are not detectable in theses log-log plots

Probability distributions of drought durations for the five sites
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Probability repartition functions of long meteorological daily rain
durations
No use of the rain rate
(Indicatrice function R>0)
Nearly constant behaviour
for the 5 sites

For the five studied sites, the exponential decrease exponents of rain event durations seems
to be less variable than the drought durations exponants (mid-latitude MCS physical limits ?).

Results:
1- Observation of a scaling distribution of drought durations from a few
minutes to a few days time scale.
2- Observation of a exponential decrease of drought duration distributions
for larger time scale (few days, one month), with a detectable mesoscale
variability of measured exponents.
3- The similar exponents for the rain durations seem to be nearly constant
at mesoscale.
Prospective works:
1- Extend this study for sites around mediterranean basin
2- Use GCM model (rain/no_rain) time series with the same analysis
3- Comparison with the Fourier densities spectra (scaling range,…)
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Work in progress : Comparison with prevision models (ECMWF)
Simulation of long time series with a prevision model
(10 years (2005-2015) ECMWF ground rain every 12 hours,
average 100 km around Nîmes town)

Large under estimation of the drought duration tail
Small under estimation of the rain durations tail
Mesoscale variability for drougth duration tails also observe

Oberved droughts

Oberved rain events

ECMWF Drought

ECMWF

ECMWF Rain event

ECMWF

Thanks for attention !
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Observation of a « mesoscale break » in the statistical distribution of drought durations in
the Cévennes region from the HyMEX, OPGC, and Météo-France databases
C. Duroure, S. Banson, J. L. Baray, J. Van Baelen
LaMP, OPGC Aubière
Long time series of cumulative rain at various scales (1 day resolution during 70 Years, 6 minutes resolution
during 10 years) and different locations (Nîmes, Montélimar, Marignane, Clermont-Ferrand sites) are
statistically analyzed to estimate the probability distributions of drought durations.
For durations smaller than a few days a power law distribution with a Levy exponent near 0.5 is observed.
The same result has been obtained with the (eulerian) small scale precipitation data using aircraft and groundbased radar during the HyMEX2012 experiment.
For durations larger than a few days, a break is observed, with a rapid decrease of the long drought
probability following a nearly exponential distribution.
The variability of this break (in duration value, site positions, and seasons) is presented.
The scaling (fractal) behavior for the small duration drought is compared with a minimal model of cloud
distribution driven by 3D turbulent dynamical field ( thresholded fractal brownian motion).
Theses results suggest that the mesoscale convective systems (MCS) could construct hierarchical
organizations of rain and no rain events with scale (few hundreds of km, few days) larger than the
troposphere thickness (10 km).
The power law scaling behavior of drought durations could not be extend to arbitrary large time (in this case
a one year event without precipitation is possible for a 10 years observation for the Nîmes location!). Even if
the physical explanation of the observed break of the long drought duration probabilities is still an open
question (why exponential decrease?) it seems to be important to better quantify this behavior in different
climatological region around the Mediterranean basin.
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Test des deux analyses sur des exemples simples de signaux hiérarchisés (monofractal)
« Clear air »
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Résultats pour l'ensemble de Cantor aléatoire
En haut, ensemble de Cantor. En bas, ensemble de « Cantor aléatoire », au sens d'une
répartition aléatoire de la même distribution de segments vides (1 segment de taille 1/3 ,
2 segments de taille 1/9, ...2^n segments de taille 1/3^n)
Origine de la différence des FFT ? Différences des distributions des segments non nuls ?

